
Hearst LSAT Meeting Minutes
December 14, 2022

1. W3EdNet Priorities as mentioned by Council-elect and SBOE Rep-elect
○ Budgets - One time mayoral stability funds, new teacher contracts raising

salaries
○ Facilities issues - Frumin taking this very seriously, wants to foster relationship

with DGS leader. Jonathan will introduce LSAT to Elias, on Frumin's team, who is
running point on all facilities issues

○ PK3 in Ward 3 - Not necessary in every school, but in every boundary
○ Ruth's closing thoughts - Ward 3 needs to work city wide: "What's a cold for Ward

3 may be pneumonia for the rest of the city"

2. PK3 at Hearst:
○ Would require new classrooms to be built, or a big shuffle around, with

Kindergarten losing bathrooms-in-classes
○ Additional strain on inner core teachers, also additional speech pathologist,

SPED, psychologist case loads

3. Grading/Homework Policies:
○ Secondary school grading policy in place for years
○ No citywide elementary grading policy; Hearst created its own. With the new

elementary report cards on 1-4 scale, DCPS is targeting standardizing all schools
on how they give out 1-4 scores. Work to begin in January.

○ LSAT to check in with parent rep on chancellor's parent advisory board
○ Topic raised due to email from Ruth Wattenberg about WaPo reporter talking to

her about it (likely very targeted at secondary schools)

4. BOY data disaggregation
○ Sense of belonging for kids/sense of belonging for families who reported not

feeling welcomed
○ On the student survey, there were 124 total responses (K-2). 11 strongly

disagreed or disagreed with “I feel like I belong at my school.” Of those, 3 were
multiracial males, 6 were white males, and 2 were white females. 1 is ELL, 1 has
a 504 plan, and 1 is a student with a disability.

○ In past years, demographics (14/134) were all over the place.
○ On the family survey, 87 total responses, which is fewer than the 200+ families

we have at the school but a lot of responses for this survey: 9 families indicated
disagree/strongly disagree w/ “I feel welcome at Hearst.” In past, Black and
Latino rates of disagree/strongly disagree were much higher. This year, 1/9
families are Black, 8/9 families are White, 6/9 have male students, all 9 families
live in Ward 3. Spread across grades

○ Panorama survey came back yesterday. We’ll be surveying all kids K-5 at the
end of January and will ask the same questions again to see if this is a trend.



5. Enrollment projections
○ Original DCPS projection was 349, we’re now up to 351. Within that, we’re up to

10 more ELL slots than originally predicted, and 11 more students with disabilities
than originally projected. Those numbers could make the difference between
losing/keeping 1 ELL teacher and 1 SPED teacher.

○ Now approved for a projection of 45 ELL students and 44 SPED students.


